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1.　Introduction

Additive manufacturing（AM）has attracted considerable 
attention as an advanced technology that enables the fabrication 
of parts of various shapes. The control of crystallographic texture 
formation in metal parts has recently become an important topic 
in metal AM technology1）-7） as it has an impact on anisotropy in 
mechanical properties such as Young’s modulus and yield stress. 
These advantageous features are being applied in a variety of fields, 
especially in the military, medical, and aerospace industries8）-11）.

Fig. 1 shows a schematic illustration of the powder bed fusion-
type AM process. First, 3-D modeling is conducted for the target 
design of the desired shape determined by using computer-aided 
design（CAD）. The 3-D shaped pattern is then sliced into 2-D 
units. The process parameters such as scan speed, beam power, 
pitch, and layer thickness are adjusted and appropriate conditions 
are set for the shape and material of the target parts. The 
fabrication commences after setting all the process parameters 
and consists of repeating the process of selective melting and 
solidifying one layer at a time. 

Selective laser melting（SLM）is a novel powder bed fusion-
type AM process for manufacturing parts with high precision and 
geometric freedom. A laser beam is used as the heat source to 
fabricate 3-D complex shapes. Recently, it has received significant 
attention as the energy density of laser beams is high enough to 
melt refractory metal powder such as tantalum（Ta）12）, 13）.

Ta is a rare metal that belongs to the elemental group 5A and 
exists in a body-centered cubic equilibrium phase（α-Ta）and 

the metastable tetragonal（β-Ta）phase. It exhibits high density
（16.69 g/cm3）, high melting point（2996℃）, good resistance 
to oxidation, and superior biocompatibility14）. Owing to these 
characteristics, it is used in a variety of fields such as aerospace, 
biomedical, and electronic devices 15）. However, there are 
many restrictions in its applications owing to its high price and 
difficulties in the manufacturing process. Post-processing at high 
working operation temperature and protection from oxidation 
are required in the standard manufacturing process of Ta and Ta-
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Fig. 1 Schematic image of selective laser melting process.
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alloys16）. However, in the SLM process it is possible to reduce 
the consumption of materials and control the crystallographic 
texture formation, which cannot be accomplished in the standard 
manufacturing process. For instance, it is important for the 
crystallographic texture of Ta to be anisotropically controlled 
in medical devices for bone fracture fixation as the anisotropic 
bone functions are dominantly controlled by the anisotropic 
arrangement of collagen fibers and apatite crystals as a bone 
quality index17）-28）.

In this study, pure Ta parts were fabricated by the SLM process 
to investigate the crystallographic texture formation. 

2.　Experimental details

Flake-shaped Ta powder was obtained from H. C. Starck
（Germany）for the fabrication of pure Ta specimens. The powder 
exhibited an irregular morphology（Fig. 2）and had a particle size 
of less than 45 μm.

The SLM process was conducted using an M 290 AM machine
（EOS, Germany）in a high purity argon atmosphere containing not 
more than 90 ppm of oxygen gas. Specimens with dimensions of 
10×10×10 mm were fabricated under bidirectional（zigzag）laser 
scanning along the x-axis（Scan Strategy X）. The x-axis, y-axis, 
and z-axis were assigned as the scanning direction（SD）, transverse 
direction（TD）and building direction（BD）, respectively.

The relative density was measured using Archimedes’ method. 
The sample was cut by electric discharge machining along the y-z 
plane（Fig. 3）. The specimen was polished with SiC sandpaper and 
buffed for two hours using a colloidal silica solution. The buffed 
specimens were etched in a solution comprising 10 ml of HF, 10 
ml of HNO3, 30 ml of H2SO4, and 50 ml of H2O. The constituent 
phase and crystallographic orientation were analyzed using an 
X-ray diffractometer（X’ pert PRO, Philips, Netherlands）with 
Cu Kα radiation operating at 45 kV and 40 mA. The diffraction 
data were taken in a 2θ range from 30° to 120° at a step size and 
scan rate of 0.001° and 1°/min, respectively. The microstructure 
and crystallographic orientation distributions were analyzed by 
field emission scanning electron microscopy（FE-SEM, JSM-

6500F, JEOL, Japan）and electron backscatter diffraction（EBSD, 
Symmetry, Oxford Instruments, UK）.

3.　Results and discussion

Fig. 3 shows the image of the manufactured products. The 
production of some specimens stopped prematurely as collisions 
with the recoater occurred during the process. Fig. 4 shows the 
optical microscope image in the plane perpendicular to the SD, 
TD, and BD of a typical specimen. An almost completely dense 
body with a relative density of 99.3% was obtained; obvious large 
porosities or cracks were not observed in the specimen comprising 
plate-like elements parallel to the scanning direction（SD）and 
building direction（BD）stacked in the transverse direction（TD）. 

Fig. 5 shows the X-ray diffraction patterns of Ta powder and 
the SLM-fabricated specimen along SD and BD. All the peak 
positions are identical and correspond to those of the standard 
pattern for pure Ta with a body-centered cubic structure29） in 
which the diffraction peaks appear at 2θ of 38.47° for（110）, 
55.55° for（200）, 69.58° for（211）, 82.46° for（220）, 94.94° for
（310）, and 107.64° for（222）. A peak of Ta oxide, such as Ta2O5, 
was not detected owing to the protection against oxidation via 
argon replacement during the SLM process. The relative peak 
intensity in the SLM-fabricated specimen differed from that in the 
powder material, indicating an evolution of prominent preferential 
crystallographic orientation within the specimen. {111} 
preferentially aligns in the BD, while {110} strongly appears in 

Fig. 2　FE-SEM image of pure Ta powder
Fig. 3 Captured image of the pure Ta specimen on the substrate plate 

after SLM process.
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the SD.
The crystallographic orientation was also determined by inverse 

pole figure（IPF）maps（Fig. 6）and the corresponding pole 
figures（Fig. 7）acquired in the y-z plane（i.e., the cross section 
perpendicular to the SD）of the specimen. In the IPF maps, a 
columnar（cross-section of plate-like elements）microstructure 
was observed. In a single column, the crystallographic orientation 
tended to be inherited through the layers, which indicates that an 
epitaxial growth occurred in the BD（z-axis）. Consequently, a 
fiber texture-like orientation distribution was formed, in which 
<111> strongly orients in the BD. However, the orientation around 
<111> was not uniform; an orientation distribution with a faint 
three-fold symmetry was observed（Fig. 7）. The texture formation 
with three-fold symmetry is somewhat strange as geometric 
factors that induce three-fold symmetry were not included in the 
fabrication condition. Our previous studies using Ti-, Ni- and Fe-
based alloys, with cubic crystallographic symmetry1）, 4）-7） in which 
<100> was an easy growth direction with maximum thermal 
gradient 30） and a single crystalline-like texture, rather than a 

fiber-type, evolved where <110> preferentially orients in the BD 
under the Scan Strategy X. This texture was derived by a two-
directional growth of the cell parallel to <100> elongated along 
±45° from the BD in the y–z plane in the melt pools1）. For Ta, 
the ±45° cellular growth did not occur. Similar <111> orientation 
along the BD was reported in SLM-fabricated parts of W-alloy31） 
which is another typical refractory metal.

The SLM is a unique process in which solidification behavior 

Fig. 4 Optical microscope image of pure Ta specimen.

Fig. 5 X-ray diffraction patterns of Ta powder and SLM parts on the 
surface perpendicular to the scanning direction（SD）and building 
direction（BD）.

Fig. 7　Pole figures generated based on Fig. 6.

Fig. 6 Inverse pole figure maps representing crystallographic orientation 
distribution along x-, y-, and z-axes.
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in a small melt pool dominates the texture6）. As the solidification 
behavior occurs at high speed in a limited region and therefore 
cannot be observed in situ, it is difficult to understand the overall 
phenomena of texture evolution. Various thermophysicochemical 
properties such as specific heat, thermal conductivity, and 
diffusion coefficient of solid and liquid phases affect the melt pool 
shape and solidification behavior in the melt pool. The largely 
different thermophysicochemical properties between（Ta and W）
and（Ti, Ni, and Fe）may affect the melt pool shape and resultant 
migration direction of the solid–liquid interface, leading to varied 
crystallographic texture. The elucidation of the mechanism 
for crystallographic texture formation requires further studies 
combining microstructure observation and computer simulation. 
Further study is currently in progress and will be reported later.

4.　Conclusion

In this study, Ta parts with high relative density were fabricated 
using the SLM method under the Scan Strategy X. A fiber-like 
texture with prominent <111> orientation in the BD evolved in the 
specimen, which was quite different from the texture formation in 
Ti-, Ni-, and Fe-based alloys.
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